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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, announced inspection on site was in the areas of seismic
analysis for as built safety-related piping systems (IEB 79-14), safety-related
pipe supports, base plate designs using concrete expansion anchor bolts (IEB
79-02), inspector followup items, licensee identified items, other previous
enforcement matters, and followup on employee concern in use of filler plates.

Results: No violations or deviations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*P. D. Rice, Vice President Project Engineering
*E. D. Groover, Quality Assurance (QA) Site Manager - Construction
*J. L. Blocker, Project _ Section Supervisor
R. Janecke, Quality Concerns Program

*G. A. McCarley, Project Compliance Coordinator
*R. W. McManus, Assistant Project Construction Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians, and office personnel.

Other Organizations

*A. J. Ayoob, Westinghouse, VSAMU Manager
*D. A. Bartol, Westinghouse, Project Engineer Manager
*M. J. Beer, Westinghouse, VSAMU Technical Assistant
*D. R. Fraser, Westinghouse, VSAMU Manager, Final Design Walkdown

*D. F. Sewell, Bechtel Power Corporation (BPC), PFE Group Supervisor
S. T. Cloyd, BPC, VSAMU Mechanical Engineer
R. C. Sommerfeld, BPC, Readiness Review Team Leader

*D. W. Strohman, BPC, Project QA Engineer
i

J. E. Miller, Pullman Power Products (PPP), General QA/QC Manager
S. Clark, PPP
W. Kearse, PPP
J. Morris, PPP, Quality Control Inspector

NRC Resident Inspectors

H. Livermore, Senior Resident Inspector - Construction
| J. Rogge, Senior Resident Inspector - Operations
.

'

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November 26, 1986, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings. No

dissenting comments were received from the licensee. No new items were
identified.
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The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the materials provided
to or reviewed by the inspector during this inspection.

3. Licensee Action On Previous Enforcement Matters (25528, 25529, 50090)
(Units 1 and 2)

a. (Closed) Violation 424/83-13-01, Failure to Follow Installation and
Inspection Procedures for Pipe Supports. This matter concerns
discrepancies identified in four supports indicating that the supports
were not installed by the craft in accordance with the design drawings.
In addition, the QC inspectors failed to detect and verify the weld
size and location, the elevation and gap tolerances, and the inadequate
information on the design drawings during the inspections, in accord-
ance with PPP Procedure IX-50, Pipe Support Field Installation and
Fabrication.

The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representa-
tives and evaluated their response and corrective action. Bechtel
Power Corporation has reviewed and revised their Specification
No. X4AZ01, Division PS, to clarify their acceptance criteria. Al.0,

Pullman Power Products (PPP) revised their pipe support installat on
and inspection procedure IX-50, to incorporate the specif catic i
changes. Finally, an extensive retraining program was conde ;ted for
Quality Control inspectors, craft personnel, engineers, and s:Turvisors
involved with pipe support work to identify and correct any misconcep-
tions and to orient these personnel to changes in procedure and the
specification. This matter is considered closed.

L. (Closed) Violation 424/83-13-02 and 425/83-13-01, Failure to Implement
Procedures and Drawings or Provide Appropriate Acceptance Criteria.
This violation concerns first, the gaps between the concealed face of a
concrete wall and the adjacent face of a surface mounted plate in the
determination of anchor bolt embedment and second, procedures and
specifications were inadequate in providing guidance to avoid the
violation of minimum spacing and minimum concrete edge distances by
concrete expansion anchors specified in design drawings after field
located anchors are installed.

The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representa-
tives and reviewed their response and corrective actions. The licensee
revised Specification X2AP01, Section C9.7 to ensure that, in instances
where engineering located anchors are installed after field located
anchors and deviate from the minimum spacing and edge distance
requirements, the field will notify engineering for and appropriate
disposition. The Specification was also revised to require that any
gaps that may exist between the baseplate and concrete surface be
considered in determining the required embedment of concrete expansion
anchors. Also, GPC and contractor field procedures were revised to
incorporate and implement the specification changes and personnel will
be oriented to specification and procedure changes. This matter is
considered closed.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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c. (Closed) Unresolved Item (UNR) 424/84-04-02, Improper Identification of
Bolt Spacing for Concrete Expansion Anchor Inspection and Training
Requirements. This matter concerns discrepancies identified in
the deviation reports indicating a significant amount of incorrect
information, regarding the recording of bolt spacing data during
inspection of concrete expansion anchors. The inspector held discus-
sions with responsible licensee representatives and reviewed their
corrective action taken. The licensee Quality Assurance group
performed an Audit, No. MD14-84/42 of Anchor-Bolts in June 1984. The
licensee's evaluation determined that the procedure for the installa-
tion of concrete expansion anchors be revised to allow rounding certain
measurements to the nearest 1/8 inch to reduce errors in evaluation.
This was accomplished by revising GPC Field Procedure GD-T-27,
" Installation of Concrete Expansion Anchors", paragraph 6.10, allowing
the rounding of certain measurements, except for gap criteria and hole
diameter.

The licensee also determined that training for the installation and
inspection of concrete expansion anchors was satisfactory at the time
the NRC opened this item, but that the program has been improved since
the deviation reports were initiated. The licensee deleted Field
Procedure GD-T-02 on February 13, 1984, and replaced it by Procedure
GD-T-24, " Maxi Bolt Installation"; GD-T-26, " Installation of Rock Bolt
Concrete Anchors"; and CD-T-07, " Embed Installation and Inspection."
The above new procedures were issued after the deviation reports in
question and the inspectors have been familiarized with the new
revisions. This matter is considered closed.

d. (Closed) Violation 424, 425/84-36-03, " Inadequate Procedures for
Installation and Inspection of Pipe Supports." This matter concerns
two cases of failure to adequately reflect specification requirements
in the PPP pipe support fabrication installation and inspection
procedure. First, the PPP Procedure IX-50 did not provide reference
requiring manufacturer instructions for the installation of spring
hangers and pipe clamps. This resulted in PPP personnel installing
and inspecting pipe support components without details of the manufac-
turer's instructions. Second, the PPP Procedure IX-50, did not include
specification requirements for the use of hardened washers in
structural bolted connections for pipe support miscellaneous steel.

The inspector held discussions with resp.nsible licensee representa-
tives and evaluated their response and corrective action. PPP
Procedure IX-50 was revised to include appropriate installation and
inspection information from manufacturer instructions. The procedure
was also revised to include the specification requirements for pipe
support structural bolted connections. PPP conducted a sampling
program to determine the acceptability of previously installed pipe
supports requiring the use of manufacturer instructions. The final
sample was taken from a population of safety-related pipe supports.

-_- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ \
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All discrepancies, of which were less than 7%, that could be attributed
to either inadequate procedural information or inspection error, were
documented in Deviation Reports to ensure they are brought into
compliance with proper procedural requirements.

Aside from the discrepancies noted above, 21 of the 59 supports
were found to have additional discrepancies attributable to
unauthorized - disassembly or tampering subsequent to inspection and
acceptance by PPP QC inspectors. To ensure the quality of pipe
supports prior to plant operation, the following actions have been
taken by PPP:

(1) develop a reinspection program of safety-related pipe supports
subject to urauthorized disassembly or alteration upon completion
of construction activities.

(2) PPP has revised their pipe support installation acceptance
procedure to include the use of torque seal paint by their;

inspection personnel as visible evidence of final inspection of
nuts, lock nuts and similar fasteners.

The final item of the violation pertains to two spring hangers that
were apparently not properly installed. The licensee responded that
the two hangers in question have not received final loading adjustments
and this aspect of the hanger installation will be done prior to system
turnover. This matter is considered closed.

e. (Closed) Violation 424,425/84-36-05, Design Control. The first matter
concerns pipe supports that were redesigned and renumbered on two
piping isometric drawings without the issuance of Drawing Change
Notices. Secondly, walkdowns were performed for an isometric after two
supports had been deleted and there was no interface with design
engineering to determine if replacement supports had been designed.

| Thirdly, design calculations for replacement supports were not avail-
able at the site or the A/E's office. And finally, design errors were

| found which include the use of the wrong thermal expansion coefficients,
| the wrong modulus of elasticity, and errors in cair.ulation of seismic
| acceleration.

The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representa-
tives and reviewed their response and corrective actions. The
licensee, PPP, and BPC have corrected all problems identified in the

| violation and have conducted a sampling review to verify the extent of
) the problem. From their sampling efforts, any discrepancies identified
| have also been corrected. Various procedures have been revised and
| additional controls and checks have been established to help prevent

further violations of this type. This matter is considered closed.i

I

|

|

|
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f. (Closed) Violation 424/85-12-01, Failure to Follow Procedures for
Hanger Installation and Inspection. This violation identified six pipe
support installations with deviations from the requirements of the
design drawings and/or the manufacturer's instructions. An evaluation
was performed by PPP to determine the cause of the discrepancies
identified. All the specific discrepancies identified were documented -

in Deviation Reports to ensure adequate and timely resolution is
effected. In addition, GPC conducted a special surveillance of PPP
pipe support installation activities and will give specific attention
to unauthorized disassembly of installed supports, welding, lock-nut
installation and QC inspection as well as other areas of support .

installation. To prevent further Violations,- PPP Procedures IX-32 and
IX-50 were revised to clarify instructions for the installation of
lock-nuts. In addition, a new procedure,1/-86, was developed to be
used in conjunction with Procedure IX-50 to specifically address the

'
.-

installation of struts. Pullman Power Products conducted " gang box"
meetings with its craft personnel to stress the seriousness of
unauthorized disassembly of QC-accepted installations., This item is
ennsidered closed.

,

g. (Closed) Unresolved Item 424/86-10-02 and 425/86-05-02, Control of
Process Sheets Used for QC Signatures. This catter concerns the use of
process sheets in the recording of QC inspections.- It was noted that
there was a difference between the process sheet in Procedure IX-32 and
the process sheet used in the field.

The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee personnel an'd
reviewed their response and corrective action. The' licensee stated
that the process sheets shown in procedures are intended as typical
or sample forms, but that the process sheet must reflect the steps
required for specific installations. The PPP Engineering Department
in conjunction with the PPP QA Department assure that the required
steps and inspections are included as part of the process sheet. PPP

Procedure IX-32, " Installation of Mechanical Shock Arrestors," has
been revised to reflect the actual process sheets in use and PPP
Procedure VI-5, " Preparation and Control of Process Sheets," to more
clearly address the preparation and use. of process sheets. This item
is considered closed.

h. (Closed) Unresolved Item 424/86-10-03 and 425/86-05-03, Handling,
Storage and Preservation of Materials for Pipe Supports. This matter
concerns the oxidation of a pipe support and storage of prefabricated
support structures in an area not considered to be a temporary storage
area for such materials. The inspector held discussions with respon-
sible licensee representatives and reviewed their response and
corrective action. The oxidation on the pipe support in question did
not render the welds unacceptable and the support will be cleaned prior
to coating by the coating contractor. In reference to the proper

_ - _ _ _
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storage of pre-fabricated pipe support structures, the inspection of
stored materials in an on going activity and the PPP Procedure XIII-5
adequately addresses the storage of materials. This matter is
considered closed.

i. (Closed) Violatio.: 424/86-20-01 and 425/86-11-01, Failure to Follow
Procedure for the Marking and Verification of Traceability for Small
Component Parts Used in Mechanical Shock Arrestors. This violation
identified the failure by PPP personnel to adequately control small
component parts used in the fabrication and installation of mechanical
snubbers. The inspector observed small component parts in three
different areas with no identification needed to ascertain trace-
ability. Also observed were hardened washers in the prefabrication
shop area not conforming to the identification parameters as stated in
PPP Procedure VIII-1.

This inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representa-
tives and reviewed their response. Construction Field Procedure
MD-T-12. " Receipt Inspection, Storage / Issue of Pipe, Pipe Components
and Weld Filler Materials," Section 5.9, was revised to require
identification markings on small snubber components. These require-
ments were also reflected in PPP's Site Instruction SI-64, " Site

Instruction for Marking of Pipe Supports." Also revised was PPP
Procedure IX-32, to require PPP QC personnel to verify the markings
prior to issuing parts to craft for installation.

The licensee has conducted a search of the fabrication and testing
areas for small unmarked snubber components. Components not identifi-
able as vendor supplied snubber parts were discarded. In addition,

uninstalled unhardened washers were promptly removed from snubber
fabrication areas. Inspection personnel in the snubber fabrication
shop and in the field were directed not to accept snubbers with
unmarked parts of unhardened washers unless a safety wire was also
installed. Training of responsible personnel in the procedure
revisions was also conducted. This violation is considered closed.

J. (Closed) Unresolved Item 424/86-62-02, Unresolved Questions on
Commitment Implementation. This matter pertains to the inclusion
of three commitments, Nos. 1657,1569, and 1640, in the Module 11
Commitment and Implementation Matrix, that were unclear to the NRC
Inspectors during their review of the Readiness Review Module. The
inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representatives
and reviewed their response. The licensees' reasons for inclusion were
found to be acceptable. This matter is considered closed.

k. (Closed) Violation 424/86-62-04, Discrepancies in Design Documentation.
This notice of violation cites three specific examples of design
document discrepancies.

. -_-
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The first discrepancy involves the location of pipe support VI-1202-
001-H004 outside the designed location, in excess of the applicable
tolerance of eight inches. The discrepancy was overlooked during the
75% phase of the final design verification. During the 100% phase of
the verification, the discrepancy between the stress calculation and
as-built condition was addressed and the analysis was corrected in
Revision 3 of calculation 1K4-1202-001-01, dated November 13, 1986.

There have been numerous technical and QA evaluations in the V-SAMU
final design verification program. These evaluations have confirmed
that the resulting calculations are technically sound and any over-
sights have demonstrated to have no significant impact to the design
adequacy. V-SAMU has conducted training of analysis personnel to
reinforce the importance of applying adequate attention to detail to
avoid oversights. The most recent training session is documented in
correspondence GTSD-VFDV-4534, dated October 6,1986.

The second discrepancy involves a dimension used in an analysis that was
consistent with the drawing but not the field installation. The
inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representatives
and reviewed their responses. The licensee presented more information
that showed that the support in question was within the tolerances of
the construction and design program. This inspector agrees that the
discrepancy as noted in the violation was noted in error, but feels
that the concern was made by the inspector due to the unclear dimen-
sioning information shown on the pipe support drawing.

The third discrepancy pertains to the signing off of calculation
packages. It was noted that in several examples, there was only one
approval signature in the blocks and in other examples, there were two
approval sign,atures. This inspector held discussions with the licensee
and BPC and reviewed thejr responses and corrective actions. The cited
calculations were checked by engineers in accordance with the BPC
Project Reference : Manual and applicable Westinghouse requirements
specified within WCfP-9805, and found to be acceptable to both Project
and ANSI requirements. In discussions with BPC representatives, they
stated to the inspector, that they would issue a memorandum to all
appropriate personnel, reiterating the policy for signing of approvals,

| and to achieve consistency in documenting calculation approvals. This
entire matter is considered closed.

1. (Closed) Unresolved Item 424/86-62-05, Unclear Use of " Typical" in
Welding Symbol Callouts. This matter concerned numerous welding symbol
callouts on pipe support drawings differing from the field installa-
tion. The differences noted were aside from the alternate weld
patterns allowed by PPP Procedure IX-50. The inconsistent use of
" typical" in the callouts has been confusing to craft personnel, field
engineers, and QC inspectors, which have resulted in differing welds.

!

|

|
|
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The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representa-
tives and reviewed their response and corrective action. GPC and

,

' 'V-SAMU have reviewed the cited supports and determined that the |

installed weld patterns are the same as or are more conservative than
specified on the drawings and used in the pipe support. calculations. A
walkdown was performed and the supports and calculations reviewed. In-
- those cases where the installation did not exactly match the calcula-
tions, the discrepancy represented a more conservative installation as
permitted by X4AZ01. The licensee stated that based on this sample, it
could be concluded that the installer is conservatively interpreting>

' the pipe support design drawings.

In further discussions with the licensee, it was stated that: first,
additional training of engineers on proper design of welding and

-

detailing would be conducted; second, additional training of QC
,

inspectors would be performed, so as that all parties concerned
interpret the drawings in the same manner; third that some kind of2

trending program be performed of DCN-R, NCR, etc., to note where weld
; clarifications were required or drawing revisions issued; and finally,
;- that more interaction between Field Engineering and Craft Personnel,
; and Field Engineers and Design Engineers, in the area of welding of

pipe supports. This matter is considered closed.'

,

4. Unresolved Items

| Unresolved items were not identified during the inspection.

5. Safety-Related Pipe Supports And Restraints Systems (50090, 25528, 25529)

a. Observation of Work and Work Activities (Unit 1)
,

The inspector selected the following foer hangers / supports in the areai

of dynamic pipe supports and components supports structures that
had been QC final inspected. Documentation for the installation,

inspection and design were reviewed; the hangers were reinspected with
the assistance of QA/QC inspectors; and the results discussed with the

| QA/QC inspectors to determine the effectiveness of the hanger program.

Hanger No. Type Comment

VI-1217-015-H001 AD-500 Snubber None
V1-1202-038-H026 PSA-3 Snubber Loose Load Pin Nut <

V1-1217-023-H006 PSA-3 Snubber None
i

r V1-1208-023-H081 AD-70 Snubber None ;

l V1-1208-042-H077 AD-70 Snubber None

The above hangers were reinspected against their detail drawings for
configuration, identification, fastener / anchor installation, clear-
ances, member size, welds, and damage / protection. In general, the
hangers were installed in accordance with design documents with the
exception of the items identified by the inspector listed below.

.
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The inspector observed that for V1-1202-038-H026, there was a loose
nut on the clamp bolt. The QC inspector initiated corrective action to
repair the bolt.

b. Review of QC Documentation and Records (Unit 1)

The inspector selected the following sample of four hanger / support
QC documentation packages in the areas of dynamic pipe support and
component support structures, that had been QC final inspected and
final QA reviewed.

Hanger No. Type Comment / Discrepancy

V1-1202-038-H026 PSA-3 Snubber None
V1-1208-023-H081 AD-70 Snubber None
V1-1208-042-H077 AD-70 Snubber None

c. Review or Work Procedures Scope (50090) (Units 1 and 2)

The inspector reviewed various procedures to determine whether
appropriate procedures or other means have been established to assure
the technical adequacy of activities pertaining to safety-related
pipe support and restraint systems and whether they comply with NRC
requirements and licensee commitments.

The following areas were reviewed:

(1) Location and spacing of components meet the requirements as shown
on the drawings and that they do not exceed maximum span as shown
in 1977 Edition, Winter 1977 of ASME Code, Section III, Division 1,
Subsection NF, Table NF-3271.4.1.

This requirement is shown in PPP, Document IX-50, " Pipe Support
Field Installation and Fabrication Procedure," Revision Date
July 8,1986, Attachment 22, page 2 of 2, " Allowable Maximum
Unsupported Spans (Feet)," and Paragraph 6.0.

(2) Cu tting, forming and machining of pipe support and restraint
system material is conducted in a manner which will prevent the
impact properties of the material from being reduced below
specified values.

This requirement is incorporated by PPP Document IX-20, " Thermal
Alignment of Ferritic Pipe and Hanger Material," Revision Date
August 19, 1985, Paragraph 1.1.
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(3) Means to assure that bolts, nuts, and washers are tight, secure
and of the proper type and size.

This requirement is shown in PPP Document IX-50, " Pipe Support
Field Installation ond Fabrication Procedure," Revision Date
July 8,1986, Paragraph 9.0, Attachments 29, 34 and 37.

(4) Inspection of all snubbers, restraints and other dynamic pipe
supports for "f reeze-up" and deformation prior. to installation.

This requirement is incorporated by PPP Document IX-32, "Installa--
tion of Mechanical Shock Arrestors," Revision Date January 15, 1986,
Paragraphs 5.2.1, 6.10.3, and 7.3.5.

(5) Review and approval of welding and associated procedures
pertaining to safety-related pipe supports and restraint systems,
including heat treatment.

This requirement is shown in PPP Document VI-6, " Field Preparation
and Control of Project Procedures and Their Revision," Revision
Date July 24, 1986, Paragraphs 4.1.2 and 4.1.6.

d. Review of QA Implementing Procedures (50040)(Units 1 and 2)

The inspector conducted a general review of QA procedures to verify ,

that the following areas have been established and implemented.

(1)- Adequate QA audit procedures have been established including
scope, frequency of audits, audit criteria, reporting ' require-
ments, followup action and resolution of findings.

(2) Provisions have been made to ensure that those engaged in
conducting audits are qualified and have been adequately trained.

| (3) Means have been established to verify that technical requirements
; including material and component specifications, acceptance

criteria and required documentation are specified in design and'

procurement documents.
;

(4) Means have been established to verify that any significant design
and field changes from approved drawings are adequately controlled
and processed commensurate with the original design.

(5) Provisions have been established to ensure that quality require-
ments are met and that deviations, nonconformances, and defects

! are adequately documented and processed through to complete
( resolution.
,

1

4
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(6) That the licensee has established a program for ensuring that
all craft, nondestructive examination and inspection personnel
associated with the installation of pipe support and restraints
have been trained with specific attention directed toward those
engaged in the installation and testing of concrete expansion
anchors.

The following QA procedures were partially reviewed for the above
areas.

QA-05-01 Field Audits
QA-03-02 Training and Personnel Qualification
QA-03-05 Qualification of Auditors
Quality Assurance Manual (QAM)
Project Reference Manual (PRM)
DC-A-03 Change Request and Notices
GD-T-01 Nonconformance Contrul
QC-A-01 Qualification and Certification of Technical Inspectors
QC-A-02 Inspection Training Requirements
DC-A-06 Review and Control of QA Documentation
QC-A-03 Qualification and Certification of NDT Inspectors
PPP II-2 NDE Personnel Qualification I and II
PPP II-3 NDE Personnel Qualification III
PPP II-4 Inspection Personnel Qualification
GD-T-27 Installation of Concrete Expansion Anchors
PPP-IX-1 Installation of Inspection of Concrete Anchors

6. Construction Deficiency Reports (CDRs)(92700)

The inspector examined the licensee's evaluation, reporting and correction
of items which had been reported to Region II as potential construction
deficiencies. The item and the review performed are described below:

(Closed) CDR 424, 425/85-06, Accumulator Nitrogen Vent Lines, (10 CFR
50.55(e)). The final report was submitted on September 27, 1985. This
matter concerned the Accumulator vent lines on orthographic drawings showing
pipe ends to be threaded and capped thus preventing venting to the
atmosphere. The inspector reviewed the report and the corrective action and
determined it to be acceptable. The corrective action required to revise
the drawings and field modifications has been completed for Unit 1. The
orthographic drawings, and all other associated drawings have been revised
for Unit 1, and construction has been completed. For Unit 2, the drawings
had not been issued at the time of report, therefore, the corrective action
will be taken into account in the initial issue of the drawings. The
licensee also conducted a review of all systems that have vent lines, and no
discrepancies were found.

i

|
|

|

|

. - . - - , . - - - _ _ _ . . -
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Based on the inspector's verification that the licensee had satisfactorily
completed their evaluation and that no further corrective action was
necessary, this matter is considered closed.4

7. Information Notices

(Closed) Information Notice 424, 425/86-94, Hilti Concrete Expansion Anchor
Bolts. This notice provided information pertaining to the revision to the
published ultimate tensile capabilities for 1/2-inch-diameter Hilti Kwik
Bolts that could potentially affect pipe support designs covered by IE
Bulletin 79-02. The inspector held discussions with responsible licensee
representatives to determine if the Vogtle project has utilized any of the
anchor bolts mentioned in this Information Notice. The licensee provided
this inspector with information contained in Georgia Power Company Procedure

i GD-T-27, Revision 4, Paragraph 5.0, Acceptable Material, which states that
I only Phillips Red Head Concrete Anchor Bolts are being utilized. This

matter is considered closed.

8. Employee Concerns, Discussions, and Findings,

The following employee concern was reviewed:

a. Improper Installation of Pipe Supports Using Lugs (R285A0002)

(1) Concern

This matter concerns that hangers with lugs have not been
inspected properly, in that the procedure calls for the lug to
bear on the main load bearing support instead of on shims or,

fillar plates.

(2) Discussion;

The inspector reviewed the PPP Procedure IX-50, Attachments 12 A-D
and held discussions with responsible licensee personnel. It was
found that there was a period of time where there was a configura-
tion, that allowed utilization of filler plates and lugs that had
not been analyzed by BPC.

It was determined that BPC was continually changing their
specification and, therefore, PPP revising their Procedure, and
that there was confusion in the allowable and proper use of any of
the configurations shown in the procedures, for field use. The
unanalyzed condition, was when a lug was bearing directly onto the
edge of a filler plate in an axial direction of the pipe that had
been welded to a structural member. BPC did indicate that the
welds between the filler plate and the structural member were not
analyzed and all installations that were like this were not
covered by any generic calculation.

;

s
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(3) Findings

In reviewing the documentation, Procedures and Specifications, it
was determined that there was indeed installations in the field,

utilizing the lug bearing directly unto the filler plates.
Bechtel Power Corporation initiated a calculation that would cover
the worst situation in the use of filler plates and lugs.
Calculation X4 CPS-0314, dated November 17, 1986, determined that
any possible configuration that the field could install through
any revision of IX-50 would be. satisfactory. In discussions with
licensee management, it was determined that they would reinstruct
all personnel involved in the proper and allowable use of filler
plates and the correct inspection of lugs bearing on any surface.
Thus, there is no impact to pipe supports installed with filler

'plates and lugs. This concern is considered closed.

9. Inspector Followup Items (50090, 25528, 25529)(Units 1 and 2)

a. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item 424/86-62-01, Omission of Design
Commi tments

This matter concerns the omission of two commitments contained in
FSAR Paragraphs 3.9.8.3.1.6.2.B and 3.9.B.3.1.6.2.C, pertaining to
permissible pressure in the upset and emergency conditions that were
omitted from the Readiness Review, Module 11 Commitment Matrix. The
inspector held discussions with responsible licensee representatives
and reviewed their response. The licensee indicated that the two
missing commitments have been added to the Module 11 Commitment and
Implementation Matrix, as Reference Nos. 5063 and 5064, respectively.
This matter is considered closed.

b. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item 424/86-62-07, Discrepancies in
Walkdown of Supports. This item involved two discrepancies, a) missing
ID tag on strut VI-1203-034-H010; and b) missing pipe cap on a one-inch
tap line near valve 1203-034-X120. The inspector held discussions with
responsible licensee representatives and reviewed their response. It

was shown, it is possible for a double strut assembly to be received in
with one ID tag and for the licensee to transfer the identification
number to the other strut. In reference to the missing pipe cap, it
has been corrected. This matter is considered closed.


